ACROSS
1  Mark's plant announcing variable work schedule (8)
5  Cowgirl loops! (6)
10  Medicine's supplier maintains reserve (7)
11  Crude people retracted criticism in article (7)
12  Laugh at me and the star of Wagon Train describing unsatisfactory song of 1966 (8, 5)
14  Republican senator holding Independent up (5)
15  Running a toll-free phone-based flower service (9)
17  Bore frolicked, getting excited (9)
19  Provoke one unknown dog (5)
21  Bring in restraining order with short cry of triumph (4, 2, 3, 4)
25  Porch is covered up by slipcover and awning (7)
26  Domestic bird in field of view (7)
27  Poet's tedious study (6)
28  Stabs Matt's pet carelessly (8)

DOWN
1  Person who's likely to leave search around dawn (6, 4)
2  Brought up card game appearing in identical puzzles (7)
3  Do not wake jockeys for Olympic event (3, 4, 2)
4  Cheapskate is committed to REM's comeback (5)
6  Gold-plated cutting tool is so long (5)
7  Scoundrel is soon sad after making changes (2-3-2)
8  Small gray part of a window (4)
9  Skipped bet from a reporter (8)
13  Criticize workers, starting with headwear and legwear (5, 5)
15  Emblem conveys hot fire utterly (2, 3, 3)
16  Nietzsche isn't finished with excellent Chinese food (5, 4)
18  Depict pitcher or server (7)
20  Review container holding rats (7)
22  Musical aficionado originally adapted Nine (5)
23  Racetrack turned over to Civil War group (5)
24  Eager assistance brought about victory (4)